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3. Results
Disease Group Analysis

Test-Retest

1. Background
Longitudinal image processing procedures frequently
transfer or pool information across time within subject
with the dual goals of reducing the variability and
increasing the accuracy of the derived measures. Here
we discuss common difficulties in longitudinal image
processing, focusing on the introduction of bias, and
describe the approaches we have taken to avoid them in
the FreeSurfer longitudinal processing stream.
Compared with cross-sectional studies, a longitudinal
design can significantly reduce the confounding effects
of inter-individual morphological variability by using
each subject as his or her own control. The reduction
in variability of automatic measurements allows
studies with smaller populations to detect effects with
the same power and significance level, or provides
increased sensitivity, necessary to detect small effects
in drug trials. Reliable longitudinal imaging-based
biomarkers are thus of great potential utility in
evaluating the efficiency of disease-modifying therapies
and may have a profound clinical impact.

Subcortical Volume Reliability (mean absolute
sym. percent change) of 14 healthy subjects with
two time points (TP) taken 14 days apart. The
images are T1-weighted MPRAGE full head scans
(Siemens Sonata 1.5T). Comparing independent
processing (cross 5.0), longitudinal processing
(long 5.0) and longitudinal processing in same
voxel space (long 5.1b). Wilcoxon signed rank
test for difference of longitudinal processing with
respect to cross: red ‘.’ p<0.05, ‘+’ p<0.01.

Symmetrized percent volume change per year
in pre clinical Huntington’s disease far from onset
(PHDfar, 14 subjects), near to onset (PHDnear, 21
subjects) and controls (C, 10 subjects). Left:
[CROSS] independent processing. Right: [LONG]
longitudinal processing. The red marker indicates
significance (‘.’ p<0.05, ‘+’ p<0.01) with respect
to the previous group (far vs. controls, and near
vs. far). [LONG] reduces variability of the
measures and has more discrimination power, as it
better detects significant differences between
PHDfar and controls and even between PHDfar and
PHDnear (left Caudate and Putamen).

Power Increase

2. Potential Bias

4. Conclusion

1. Group differences: different amount of motion or
hydration levels, different magnetic tissue properties
related to aging or neurodegenerative disease.
(Difficult to control)
2. Acquisition differences: Scanner hardware,
software updates, calibration or acquisition
parameter changes, different head placement, pillows
etc. (Can be fixed, still hardware ages)
3. Processing differences: resampling or registration
asymmetries [3], different treatment of the time
points, e.g. using baseline for information transfer or
reference frame. (Can be avoided by enforcing
symmetry)
4. Processing constraints: temporal smoothing,
algorithm initialization. (Find optimal trade-off)

• Within subject robust template can be taken
as an initial estimate of location and size of
anatomical structures and surfaces.
Fraction of Subjects needed in longitudinal
processing as opposed to independent processing
(usually below ½) to detect same effect size with
same power, p-value and number of time points.
Equivalently if number of subjects is fixed, this
shows reduction in time points necessary to
achieve same power (assuming same variance of
time points).

Cortical Repeatability

• Avoids processing bias such as asymmetric
registration or different treatment of any time
point.
• Methods freely available in FreeSurfer and
has been successfully applied in our lab and by
others for longitudinal studies (e.g. Alzheimer’s
disease neuroimaging initiative ADNI > 3000
longitudinal scans).
• mri_robust_template (unbiased template
creation) and mri_robust_register (robust
symmetric registration) can be used
independently for other purposes.

Removing Processing Bias [1]:
• Robust and unbiased within-subject template as
common voxel space and for information transfer
[mri_robust_template].
• Symmetric (inverse consistent) registration
algorithms [2], that can detect and ignore regions of
change [mri_robust_register].
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common voxel space.
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longitudinal processing improves reliability
(frontal cortex improvement larger than 4%).
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Average absolute percent thickness change:
Hemi
Left
Right

Cross-reg
4.039
4.603

Long-reg
3.387
3.755

Long-direct
3.438
3.799
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